Accurate knowledge of the spatiotemporal behavior of soil moisture (SM) can greatly improve hydrological forecasting capability. While ground-based SM measurements exhibit greater accuracy, they tend to be sparse in space and available for limited periods. To overcome this, a viable alternative is space-borne microwave remote sensing because of the near real-time observational capability at the global scale. However, its direct applications have been limited because of the uncertainty associated and the coarse spatial resolution the products are available at. Considering its usefulness and limitations, this paper is intended to provide an extensive review of satellite-derived SM and its applications for assessing flood risk in sparsely gauged or ungauged catchments worldwide. Therefore, we aim to identify and discuss research gaps, and finally propose future research directions for improvement and hydrological applications of these SM products. The paper starts with a brief introduction to satellite-derived SM products and consists of three interdependent focal areas: evaluation, improvement, and application of the satellite SM for flood risk alleviation.
Introduction
Water, the most plentiful material on Earth, is a necessity for all living things as well as a key to human existence and progress [24] . The water cycle, representing the continuous circulation of different phases of water without beginning or end, is important in the Earth system. Through the cycle, water vapor is evaporated from land/sea surfaces and condensed into clouds in the atmosphere. The water returns to the surface as precipitation and flows as runoff, infiltrates into the ground, or remains on the surface as water or snow. In the water cycle, significant anomalies (i.e., floods) have profoundly affected human survival and prosperity. Floods are frequent and devastating natural disasters which lead to significant loss of human lives and economic damage, with global average damage amounting to hundreds of millions of dollars per event [67] . In this regard, flood estimation has played an important role in mitigating the adverse impacts by ensuring that sufficient time is available for evacuation and where possible preventing socioeconomic damages [17] . Soil moisture (i.e., antecedent condition) and rainfall (i.e., external forcing) are critical elements that influence flooding in a watershed, and the combined effect of the spatiotemporal dynamics of soil moisture (SM) and rainfall can explain most of the variability in runoff prediction [52] . Therefore, flood estimation using traditional hydrologic models requires information on rainfall and SM in space and time [31] .
This paper focuses on surface SM, which is defined here as the volumetric amount of water in the uppermost soil layer, as a key contributor to flooding, along with being a variable for which limited in situ observations are possible, creating an opportunity for satellite remote sensing approaches to fill in the gap. SM has persistence, also called "memory" [88] , which directly interacts with precipitation, evaporation, and runoff [41] . Accordingly, it is well known that SM is a key driver of flooding in a watershed along with incident rainfall and topography [119, 176] . In this context, accurate knowledge of the spatiotemporal behavior of SM can improve the skill of hydrological forecasting [6, 15, 72, 84] . This is in line with existing studies on this topic, stating that antecedent SM affects runoff from medium-and low-intensity storms in semi-arid watersheds [18, 131] and flood events from heavy rain under humid climates [149] . Accordingly, the availability of SM at appropriate spatial and temporal resolutions is important in formulating effective forecasting systems [34, 144, 173] .
While ground-based measurements have been a source of SM information, SM observations at large spatial scales have been significantly limited due to spatiotemporally heterogeneous nature of SM resulting from diverse climate, weather, topography, vegetation, land cover/land use, and soil type [29, 57] . Therefore, many parts of the world remain ungauged, with even those that are gauged generally poor in spatial distribution with limited temporal periods [45] , especially in remote parts of the world. Over the past 20 years (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) , more than 150,000 people have died from flooding, and more than 80% of them occur in low-or middle-income countries [25] . This disparity in global flooding death rates results from vulnerable geophysical locations and socioeconomic factors. Thus, improved flood estimation is greatly needed in low-and middle-income countries [2] , where, in general, the hydrological monitoring and data acquisition tend to be poorer than in developed countries.
A viable alternative to ground measurements is microwave remote sensing using space-borne passive observations [36, 75] , active microwave observations [171] , or a combination [55] . Estimating surface SM using microwaves is based on a large contrast in dielectric constants of dry and wet soil [151] . Added to this, passive microwave is almost unaffected by cloud or rain at low frequency, with day and night observations; is less sensitive to surface roughness ( [179] ); and can provide information about the moisture content of the topsoil layer even under vegetation coverage [117] . Accordingly, these observations have provided a unique ability for retrieving SM in near real-time at global scales [37, 137] , and the surface SM information has been widely used for various studies related to climate [11, 88, 107] , flood [81, 104, 143] , and drought [54, 63, 155] . An excellent review of how satellite remote sensing can assist in closing the catchment water balance is provided in Lakshmi et al. [91] .
However, despite the potential capability of the satellitederived SM for flood estimation, direct use has been limited due to the uncertainty resulting from various factors and/or the coarse spatial resolution products are available at [44, 86, 168] . Considering the usefulness and the limitations, the objective of this paper is to present a comprehensive review of satellite-derived SM and its applications for flood estimation. Accordingly, we aim to identify and discuss research gaps, and finally suggest future research directions toward improvements and hydrological applications of such SM products. For this purpose, in Section 2, we provide a brief background of satellite-derived SM. This includes a four-decade chronology of various passive and active microwave sensors which can be used for retrieving SM. Then we present an introduction to two types of retrieval algorithms using the passive and active sensors, where we discuss their differences and physical rationales referring to relevant studies. Then we cover research topics on various techniques for validating the SM products (Section 3), which are classified into traditional and advanced approaches. This article first presents the traditional approach using ground measurements in truth and discusses the limitations due to systematic differences between SM products and ground measurements. Next, we show recent advances to overcome the limitations of the traditional verification approaches and review the limitations that can be improved. In Section 4, we briefly introduce various statistical, mathematical, and physical methods addressing drawbacks in accuracy and spatial resolution of the SM products. Next, in Section 5, we discuss how the SM products have been used for flood estimation, based on a summary of relevant studies, including model calibration, data assimilation, rainfall correction, and flood monitoring. Then future studies were proposed based on the room for improvement identified through the reviewed literature. Finally, in Section 6, we present an integrated pathway for producing an improved SM product, which can provide enhanced flood forecasting capacity.
2 Satellite-Derived Soil Moisture Products
A Four-Decade Chronology
During the last four decades, satellite microwave remote sensing has become a unique tool for measuring surface SM at global scales. Currently, as shown in Fig. 1 , microwave observations have long-term availability and diversity. The first passive microwave observations resulted from the Scanning Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) onboard the Nimbus-7 satellite in 1978, observing brightness temperatures through multiple channels including C-band (6.6 GHz) used for SM retrieval. Data has now been available using several active/passive sensors over the past four decades (Fig. 1) . The L-band has been used for Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS), SAC-D (Spanish: Satélite de Aplicaciones Científicas-D for Satellite for Scientific Applications-D), and Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP), and the X-and Cbands have been used for others such as the Microwave Radiation Imager (MWRI) onboard FengYun-3B satellite and the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for the Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) mounted on Aqua and GCOM-W1 satellites, respectively [10, 37, 55, 75, 128, 130] .
The C-band (5.3 GHz) Scatterometer (SCAT) onboard European Remote Sensing (ERS)-1 and ERS-2 was the first active sensor that could retrieve SM even though it was primarily designed for monitoring wind. The other active microwave sensors for retrieving surface SM are the Advanced Scatterometers (ASCAT, C-band 5.255 GHz) [169] , which are successors of SCAT. There are three operational ASCAT instruments at present: onboard Meteorological Operational satellite-A (MetOp-A) (launched in October 2006), MetOp-B (launched in September 2012), and MetOp-C (launched in November 2018), achieving an approximate revisit time on Earth of 1.5 days. The Sentinel-1 mission is another active microwave observation system for retrieving surface SM at a high spatial resolution (1 km) [69, 122] , which is a part of the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES) program of the European Space Agency (ESA) and the European Commission (EC) [8] . The Sentinel-1 consists of two polar-orbiting C-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) satellites (Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B) launched in April 2014 and April 2016, respectively, and the global revisit time of the 2-satellite constellation is 12 days [122, 165] (Table 1) .
Another prominent satellite mission mainly for the measurements of the global SM is the Soil Moisture Active and Passive (SMAP) [55] , which was launched on January 7, 2015, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Since April 2015, various SMAP SM products have been provided at spatial resolutions of 3, 9, and 36 km derived from an L-band radiometer (passive, 1.41 GHz) and a rotating reflector radar (active, 1.26 GHz). However, only radiometerderived products have been available till now since the radar stopped transmitting in July 2015 because of a component failure. The global coverage revisit time and the spatial resolution of the SMAP are around 2-3 days and 40 km, respectively.
Retrieval Algorithms
The passive and active microwave-derived products are different in terms of the retrieval approaches utilized [167] as well as their performances by spatial resolution, sensitivity to surface conditions [137, 172] , and the source of electromagnetic energy used. Radiometers (passive) observe microwave emission from the land surface as brightness temperature, but active sensors detect distance and backscatter by transmitting and receiving pulses of microwave energy. Therefore, retrieval of SM from passive observations involves different approaches from those in active sensors and has distinctive characteristics in spatial resolution and sensitivity to surface conditions. In short, wet soils present cooler brightness temperature (passive, radiometer) and brighter backscatter (active, radar). The passive microwave-derived SM generally has a coarser spatial resolution due to large antenna sizes for capturing the typically weak signal from thermal emission, but they are less sensitive to land surface conditions such as vegetation (sparse to moderate) and surface roughness. On the contrary, the active microwave-derived products tend to have finer spatial resolutions but are difficult to be interpreted through surface backscattering due to their high sensitivity to the surface conditions. To best utilize these complementary attributes, the SMAP mission combines passive and active microwave observations to retrieve SM at a moderate spatial resolution [55] . A summary of the passive and active retrieval algorithms used is presented in the following subsections.
Passive Microwave Sensors
Microwave radiometry at the X-(8-12 GHz, 3.8-2.5 cm), C-(4-8 GHz, 7.5-3.8 cm), and L-bands (1-2 GHz, 30.0-15.0 cm) are usually used for the SM estimation [37, 55, 61, 75] . Measuring microwave signals is useful in estimating SM in the upper few centimeters of the soil because of the large contrast in dielectric constants of liquid water (~80), soilwater mixture (4~40), and dry soil (~4), resulting in a corresponding contrast in emission and scattering of microwave radiation [151] . The soil dielectric constant (k) is a complex number comprising of the real part (k′) and the imaginary part (k″). The imaginary part represents the energy loss in the soil can usually be ignored when the microwave frequency is low, such as L-, C-, and X-bands [39] . The measurement depths are generally top few centimeters of the soil layer, which represent 10-50% of the wavelength [180] and, therefore, necessitate longer wavelength signals for deeper soil layers. Among the available products, it has been proven that the L-band is physically more suitable than other wavelengths because it has minimal radio frequency interferences (RFI) [172] and has better penetrating capacity through vegetation canopy, and retrieves signals from a relatively deeper soil layer [75, 177] . In spite of the generally lower RFI in the L-band, Zhou et al. [189] recently reported that L-band RFI is concentrated on urbanized areas over China and exhibits high positive correlation with population density. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention for using L-band-derived SM products around urban areas especially.
The retrieval processes can typically include the two steps of using a radiative transfer model and a dielectric mixing model. In terms of the radiative transfer model (Ulaby et al. [167] , the brightness temperature (T B ) is proportional to the surface temperature (T S ) and the soil microwave emissivity (ε). Then the surface emissivity is calculated with relation to the surface reflectivity (Re) according to the Kirchhoff's law as
The surface reflectivity (Re) for smooth soil surface can be estimated by Fresnel's reflectivity equations which are functions of the incidence angle (θ) and the partial dielectric constant (k ′ ). As the surface roughness can directly affect the satellite-observed brightness temperature thereby reducing their sensitivity to the SM, the roughness parameterizations at global scales remain a challenge despite significant efforts [39, 98, 152, 178] . For vegetated regions, a zeroth-order radiative transfer equation called the tau-omega (τ − ω) model [111] is generally used to account for the attenuation effects by the vegetation cover and the contributions from the vegetation itself as
where Γ is the transmissivity of the vegetation canopy and dependent on the vegetation optical depth (τ) and the incidence angle (θ), and T S and T V represent physical temperatures of soil surface and vegetation canopy, respectively; ω is the single scattering albedo; ε r is the rough surface emissivity.
Here, the τ and ω values representing the two vegetation parameters are mainly determined based on vegetation types and amounts.
The dielectric mixing models can then be used to retrieve the SM using the real part of the soil dielectric constant (k ′ ). As the dielectric constant of the soil can also be influenced by the other soil factors, such as the soil texture or the bulk density, the dielectric mixing models commonly involve soil properties affecting the accuracy of SM retrievals. There are two approaches retrieving SM from the soil dielectric constant called by-inverse and by-forward modeling, respectively [73] . The former converts the observed brightness temperatures to SM through the radiative transfer model-dielectric mixing model sequence, and the latter uses the SM data as input to estimate the brightness temperature values in the inverse direction by minimizing the error between estimated and observed brightness temperature values.
Active Microwave Sensors
The active microwave sensors detect the difference between the energy emitted from the instruments and the energy reflected from the Earth's surface, defined as the backscatter coefficient [112] . Surface roughness conditions significantly affect the backscatter coefficient, and the surface roughness is usually characterized by the root mean square height and the correlation [62, 166] . Besides, the sensor configuration also plays a crucial role in retrieving SM from the observed backscatter coefficient. Regarding vegetation attenuation, similar to the passive retrieval algorithms, the vegetation contributions should be excluded from the measured backscatter coefficient. Furthermore, the backscatter coefficient of soil is transferred into the real part of the dielectric constant through the active radiative transfer models, and then the SM retrievals can be estimated using the dielectric mixing model. Under bare soil conditions, the active radiative transfer model can usually be categorized into three types: physical, semi-empirical, and empirical models [73] . An important physical model is the integral equation model (IEM), which involves some parameters and inputs. It requires as inputs surface roughness parameters that are difficult to measure and collect due to its complex implementation. To overcome the difficulties related to such physical models, semi-empirical models based on the combination of the physical rationale above as well as experimental studies have been developed. Examples of these include the Oh et al. [120] and the Dubois et al. [51] models. Compared to the physical models, the applicable range of the semi-empirical models has been broadened from the pixel scale to a relatively large scale.
According to the relevant validation studies, the algorithms based on these two types of models have their advantages and disadvantages for the retrieval accuracy of the SM products [23, 123] . Unlike the physical and semi-empirical models, some studies are focused on establishing the purely mathematical relationship between the backscatter coefficient and the SM. However, the empirical models are generally inappropriate to retrieve the SM at global scales due to their data requirements and the absence of the physical basis needed.
For vegetated regions, similar to the τ − ω model used in the passive retrieval algorithms, the exclusive soil contributions can be retained after filtering out the vegetation contributions on the signals detected by the space-borne microwave sensors. A semi-empirical model called the water cloud model (WCM) [9] has been widely used to eliminate the vegetation effects from the observed backscatter coefficient. At an incidence angle, the WCM separates the co-polarized backscatter coefficient into three terms: the vegetation contribution, the soil contribution, and the interaction of radar radiation between the vegetation and the soil layers, where the last term can be ignored for co-polarized observations [38, 141] .
The literature on retrieval algorithms is extensive and evolving. Additional methods using change detection algorithms [113, 114, 170] have been used to calculate the relative SM. The performance of the SM retrievals using the change detection algorithms has been evaluated over the Contiguous United States region and was overall reasonable [74] .
Evaluation of SM Products
Despite the unique capability of microwave observations for retrieving SM at global scales in near real-time, multiple factors are degrading the performance (Section 2.2). First, the penetration capacity of the microwave is more hindered through denser vegetation and heavier precipitation, resulting in poorer performances. Besides, RFI can contaminate the microwave signals [92, 116, 139] . In addition to this, satellite microwave SM products arise from different instruments and algorithms [55, 61, 70, 75, 118, 121] , resulting in differences in their performances. In other words, uncertainties exist in the products due to many complex factors affecting the SM retrievals, including imperfect retrieval algorithms, measurement errors, and uncertainties in the limited parameterizations of land surface roughness and vegetation [129] . The retrieval algorithms link the remotely sensed microwave observations to SM values and generally introduce uncertainty due to methods and model parameterization used in the retrieval algorithms. The measurement error is defined as the difference between a measured SM value and its true value and consists of random and systematic errors. The random error is caused by any random factors such as accuracy limits of the measuring instrument. The systematic error results from any systematic factors like incorrect calibration of the measurement instrument [64] and an uncorrected dynamic open water fraction within the sensor footprint which generally causes a strong positive bias. In addition to this, there are also systematic differences between ground-based and satellite-derived SM. These differences result from various sources including the spatial representation of the ground-based observations (i.e., point-scale), differences in measurement depth of the in situ sensor, and the microwave emission [29] .
The need for accurate SM products is evident for various applications including weather prediction [49] and flood forecasting [15] . Therefore, it is essential when using or improving SM products to identify their error characteristics in time and space through a suitably designed evaluation or validation procedure.
Generally, there are two approaches are available at present. These are using ground-based observations as reference (referred to as "traditional approach") and applying advanced techniques to overcome limits of the traditional approach (referred to as "advanced approach"). Subsections 3.1 and 3.2 describe the details of the two approaches and their advantages and disadvantages.
Traditional Approach
A SM product (θ est ) is traditionally evaluated in comparison with ground-based observations regarded as the assumed truth (θ true ) and, generally, uses metrics such as bias, root mean square error (RMSE), unbiased RMSE (ubRMSE), and correlation coefficient (R) [48, 56, 185] , as per Eqs. (3)- (6) .
where E[…] represents the arithmetic mean of the data, and σ est and σ true are the standard deviations of the SM product and the assumed truth, respectively. Preprocessing of remotely sensed SM is commonly applied for many applications. This is a prerequisite to minimize the systematic differences that would otherwise occur [145] . Preprocessing steps include restricting the maximum measurement depth of the ground measurements being used, applying a quality control procedure [46] , and/or checking the area representativeness of stations by considering independent data [43, 184] . Such preprocessing is often achieved by removing the climatology and/or scaling to match the unique model SM climatology [145] .
The International Soil Moisture Network (ISMN) is an important contribution to validation works using ground-based SM (http://ismn.geo.tuwien.ac.at/) [45] . The ISMN is a centralized data hosting system which collects global SM measurements from various networks, processes, and releases the data to users. As of April 2019, the ISMN consists of 2439 ground stations from 59 networks mainly distributed over the USA and Europe as presented in Fig. 2 . The ISMN ground measurements have been widely used for validation studies [79, 132, 183] . Recently, Zhang et al. [188] evaluated the SMAP Enhanced Level-3 Soil Moisture product using ground measurements from 191 ISMN stations distributed over various conditions and presented how the SMAP product performs over the conditions. Al-Yaari et al. [1] evaluated various SM products using the ISMN datasets over different ecoregions, land cover types, and climate conditions.
Advanced Approach
As the traditional approach using ground-based measurements is spatially limited and presents systematic differences against satellite-derived products, the need for alternate validation techniques has been felt. One way to overcome this limitation has been the direct comparison with other independent SM products derived from different satellite instruments and/or retrieval algorithms or land surface (reanalysis) products, which have similar spatial resolutions with the satellitederived products to be compared. For example, Hain et al. [68] compared yearly temporal correlation coefficients between seasonal anomalies of two datasets among three SM products derived from passive microwave, thermal infrared, and a land surface model over the continental USA, the correlations being moderate to strong against each other during a near-decadal period adopted. Another example of using an independent data product is presented in Dorigo et al. [42] .
In the study, temporal correlation coefficients at a global scale between a four-decade SM product, called European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative Soil Moisture (EAS CCI SM), and a reanalysis surface SM product were calculated.
Crow [28] introduced the R value method for large-scale verification applications, which has since been frequently used for evaluating remotely sensed SM products without using ground-based SM observations [30, 33, 126, 127] . The R value method is initiated from a simple linear state model to predict the antecedent precipitation index (API) using satellite-derived precipitation (P) for the past select timesteps using γ as a calibrated API loss coefficient.
Thereafter, a Kalman filter optimally updates an API ("+") by assimilating satellite SM data (θ s ) into a model-predicted API ("−") through Eq. (7) at time k.
whereθ is the predicted SM as a function of API − k (i.e.,) , and Kalman filter analysis increments (I) are defined as the second term of the right-hand side (i.e.,
Here, Kalman gain (K) is a function of the errors from the API model (Eq. (7)) and satellite SM and determines the degree of adjustment of API by the residual term, θ s −θ À Á . The temporal behavior of the Kalman filter analysis increments (I) tends to be inverse against the satellite precipitation error (E, assumed as known information using ground measurements) for complementing the satellite precipitation error-derived degradation in the API estimation by the Kalman filter process. In other words, the more positive the error E is, the more negative I is, and vice versa. The idea of the R value method is that the inverse tendency between E and I can be contrasted if the satellite SM has a better performance. R value is defined to be the negative temporal correlation coefficient between E and I (R) and typically ranges from 0 to 0.7.
Despite the applicability, the R value method has some limitations: (1) it relies on the simple linear model (i.e., API) for predicting SM in the Kalman filter process; (2) it can only evaluate temporal correspondence of the SM products; and (3) it needs spatially representative and high-quality groundbased rainfall measurements to properly define the satellite precipitation error [28, 30, 33] .
Another large-scale verification technique is the triple collocation (TC) [156] . TC is a statistical tool for estimating the variance of the random error term from triplet datasets (e.g., SM) without a high-quality reference dataset. The TC method was extended to estimate the data-truth correlations (R) as well as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [66, 108] .
Since Stoffelen [156] used TC for evaluating error characteristics for wind vector data, TC has been frequently used for evaluating SM datasets from various sources such as passive/ active microwave and models. For example, Scipal et al. [153] applied the TC for passive and active microwave-derived and reanalysis SM products, and Dorigo et al. [43] also applied the TC technique to assess random errors in CCI SM. Kim et al. [78] evaluated passive (AMSR2), active (ASCAT), and passive-active (SMAP) microwave-derived SM products at a global scale using TC and presented their performances by vegetation density. Chen et al. [20] assessed SMAP, SMOS, and ASCAT SM products at a global scale using TC in terms of anomaly temporal correlation. Despite the usefulness of TC, it has also faced challenges in overcoming inherent assumptions and data availability limitations. There are unique assumptions in TC analysis including (1) linearity between the truth and the observed data (i.e., truth + error); (2) stationarity for both the truth and the error; (3) orthogonality, meaning the errors are independent from the truth; and (4) error crosscovariance independence. Many efforts have been devoted to investigating these assumptions. For example, nonlinearity between the observation and the truth was identified by Su and Ryu [160] , but Crow and Wood [32] found that there are linear correlations between coarse-scale SM observations. Dynamic TC has been also examined to overcome the stationarity assumption [101] , but such nonstationarity studies have been limited by short data availability and missing data [66, 190] . Yilmaz and Crow [186] evaluated the cross-covariances between SM errors and ground data. They suggested that the error crosscovariance is more important than the orthogonality assumption. More details of these assumptions can be found in Gruber et al. [66] . The TC analysis requires three independent data which are often not available in practice. To tackle this problem, Su et al. [158] proposed the single instrumental variable (IVs) method using only two independent products to estimate error variances and data-truth correlations. The IVs uses a 1-day lag time series of one product as the third variable. Further to this, Dong et al. [40] developed the double instrumental variables method (IVd) which uses two 1-day lag time series derived from the two products to get more stable results.
Improvement in SM Products

Accuracy
Satellite-derived SM products need a minimal level of accuracy to be used for various hydrological applications [173] . Aside from advances in the retrieval algorithms and instruments, efforts to improve the accuracy of satellite-derived SM products can be categorized into two techniques: merging of existing SM products and mathematical denoising approaches.
The rationale of merging products is that every product has relative strengths and weaknesses compared to others, and therefore, a product can be supported by other products and made more reliable through judicious combination algorithms. In this direction, Kim et al. [80] investigated key differences in SM retrieval algorithms as a means to understand why different retrievals from the same satellite sensor can lead to major differences in the derived values. These differences were then used to develop new alternatives for combining alternate SM fields representing the same domain, as a means of deriving a better product that is stable and consistent. The complementarity among various SM products has led to better performances in the merged products than the parent (original) ones as presented in the following examples. Liu et al. [99] developed an algorithm for merging multiple SM products derived from various passive and active microwave sensors through which systematic differences among the products are removed through cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching. Kim et al. [82] presented a linear combinationbased approach for improving satellite SM products with combination weights derived so as to maximize Pearson correlation (R) to a reference dataset, and Kim et al. [78] applied the maximizing R method for combining pairs of passive, active, and passive-active microwave-derived SM products by which the possibility was presented to overcome limitations of individual SM products over difficult-retrieval regions. Tomer et al. [164] proposed an algorithm to merge the strengths of active (high spatial resolution) and passive (high temporal resolution) SM products. The algorithm sequentially converts a temporal differential of the passive SM to a SM value at the finer spatial (active) and temporal (passive) resolutions by using spatiotemporal changes of the active SM and spatial heterogeneity. Enenkel et al. [53] presented a method to combine active and passive SM products in near real-time based on a global vegetation density by which active sensors, passive sensors, and the average of both are used to generate the near real-time product. Gruber et al. [65] proposed a linear merging scheme which weights the original products based on TC-derived error variances among satellite and model-derived products.
Another way to improve the accuracy of satellitederived SM products is mathematical denoising of the retrievals. For example, Du [50] applied Fourier analysis to a time series of SM for detecting high-frequency components that reflect SM changes (i.e., anomalies). Based on the extracted high-frequency components, long-term datasets were generated showing a better accuracy through validation using field sampled SM. Another example is presented in Su et al. [159] . In the study, a semiempirical model was presented based on a power spectral density analysis of SM time series. Based on the semiempirical model, causal and noncausal filters were systematically designed to remove erroneous signals in the time series, by which substantive increases in linear correlations were shown through evaluations using ground data. In sequence, Su et al. [157] applied the denoising filters to improve passive and active SM products, and Su and Ryu [160] also presented that nonlinear bias correction and denoising can be simultaneously implemented for scaledependent biases of in situ, satellite, and modeled SM. Lastly, Kornelsen and Coulibaly [86] tried to reduce the multiplicative bias of satellite SM by a few methods such as CDF matching, linear rescaling, and copulas.
Spatial Resolution
Most satellite-derived SM products have coarse spatial resolutions (> 100 km 2 ) because larger antenna (aperture) sizes are required for finer resolution, and it has been a technical challenge to launch and operate such large antennas in space. Although the active remote sensing system, especially the SAR, can provide high spatial resolutions (< 1 km), it results in longer revisit times (> 10 days). One generally requires SM data at temporal and spatial resolutions less than a week and 10 km, respectively, for regional hydrological and agricultural applications [150] . Given these limits, various attempts to spatially disaggregate the coarse SM data to finer spatial resolutions have been reported. Recently, Sabaghy et al. [150] categorized such disaggregation methods into active/passive microwave and optical-based, soil surface attribute-based, and model/data-based techniques and comprehensively reviewed their theoretical backgrounds, strengths/weaknesses, and reported performances. Those techniques include statistical methods such as kriging or fractal interpolation [77, 100] , along with the use of complementary information such as topographic/soil properties [134] , land surface temperature, vegetation, and soil evaporative efficiency derived from high spatial resolution optical/thermal infrared sensors, land surface model, and radar [58, 110, 115, 136, 140] .
These methods, using complementarity in the sensors, have developed relationships among microwave-derived SM at a coarse spatial resolution and climatological data such as land surface temperature (LST) and vegetation index (VI) available at both coarse and finer spatial resolutions. Simply stated, these methods generally establish a relationship between the SM and climatological data at the coarse spatial resolution through physical/statistical approaches, and then the established relationship (function) is used to calculate SM data at the finer resolution based on the climatological input at the finer resolution. Following this, biases of the calculated SM data at the finer resolution are linearly scaled so that their spatial average is identical to the coarse SM over the corresponding fine grid cells. For example, Fang et al. [59] suggested a method which uses look-up tables to relate the datasets at the coarse spatial scale to the daily temperature difference at a finer spatial scale to give the daily average SM at the finer scale. Peng et al. [136] proposed a SM disaggregation method by using the vegetation temperature condition index (VTCI) as a SM proxy. When plotting paired LST and VI over an area for a period, the data generally forms a triangular or trapezoidal shape which is called the LST/VI feature space where a degree change in surface wetness is stipulated by a pairwise change in LST and VI at a location within the area, called VTCI [174] . For the latter set of approaches that rely on complementary surface information, one of the key issues to overcome has been the cloud masks on optical/thermal infrared sensor-derived data. Such masks tend to cause large gaps in the disaggregated SM and therefore decrease the usability of the SM dataset. To overcome this limitation, Kim et al. [79] presented a disaggregation approach to spatially disaggregate coarse SM by only using remotely sensed vegetation index, which is based on the conditional relationship of vegetation with time-aggregated SM. This approach, additionally, imparted persistence between soil moisture across adjacent time steps, a limitation that has been existing in past SM disaggregation approaches till date. Further details about the spatial disaggregation of satellitederived SM are well presented in recently published review papers [135, 150] .
Applications for Flood Estimation and Monitoring
Satellite remote sensing is useful to forecast and monitor the evolution of flood events in space and time. For example, the 2010 catastrophic flood in Pakistan resulted in more than 2000 deaths and severe economic damage [162] . As shown in Fig. 3 a-d, the temporal evolution of the flooding can be well characterized by the spatiotemporal distributions of satellitederived SM. Even at the coarse spatial resolution of 0.25°( approximately 25 km at the equator), one can observe changes in SM images from preflood conditions (July 10), to peak flood conditions (July 28-August 4) and inundation conditions (August 13). As the event progressed, SM levels steadily increased, leading to more precipitation and finally causing the extensive inundation ( Fig. 3e-i) . At the same time, high SM also increased the resulting flood magnitude as antecedent moisture preceding rainfall resulted in more water becoming surface runoff.
Given that satellite-derived SM products can be a good indicator of surface wetness, their use has been widely investigated for flood estimation or monitoring in past decades. In this paper, such investigations are categorized into four sets of approaches as summarized in Table 2 , namely (1) model parameter calibration, (2) data assimilation (DA) and (3) combination of rainfall correction and DA for flood estimation, and (4) flood monitoring using satellite-derived SM or satelliteobserved microwave brightness temperature.
Applications
First, remotely sensed SM is included in model calibration to estimate more reliable model parameters, which in turn improves flood forecasting [102, 175] . Traditional model calibration estimates parameters by minimizing discrepancies between simulated discharge and observed streamflow. Including spatial distribution of satellite-derived SM can introduce more valuable information to constrain model parameter estimations compared to calibration on only discharge [85, 125] . However, such studies also found that reductions of uncertainty in SM states without degradation of predicted streamflow were found in certain cases of model calibration using satellite-derived SM. The explanation of this finding could be the model structure complexity in which lumped or semidistributed models are simple and cannot represent spatial variations of satellite-derived SM, and hence, do not improve predicted discharge [6, 22] . Therefore, distributed models have been given increased attention to improving predicted streamflow by calibration using remote sensing SM. For example, Wanders et al. [175] and Silvestro et al. [154] found that joint calibration on both discharge and SM can improve simulations of streamflow and provide accurate and reliable model parameters. These studies also highlighted that more robust model parameter estimation using satellite SM was found in sparsely gauged regions. To overcome the impact of limited data availability and computational costs for hydrological modeling, Kim et al. [81] presented a method for identifying flood risk at a location within a watershed using satellite-derived SM and open-access information for rainfall, soil properties, and a digital elevation model. The outcomes of the model performance showed promise in contingency tablebased skill scores, where the Pearson correlation and Peirce skill score (PSS) [181] values were found to be comparable to the results from the Global Flood Awareness System (GloFAS) [4] . Other findings of applications of SM in model calibration are presented in Table 2 .
The second type of application for flood estimation is assimilating satellite-derived SM into hydrologic models to update model states to reduce uncertainty in initial conditions and improve flood prediction. SM is a crucial initial condition for rainfall-runoff models. Accuracy of initial condition is very sensitive to errors of model outputs. Assumption of constant initial condition will lead to incorrect forecasts of streamflow. Therefore, assimilation of satellite-derived SM into hydrologic models to update the initial conditions of models has been noted by many studies in the last two decades. Various DA techniques including particle filter (PF), ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF), and nudging have been used to assimilate different temporal scales (hourly to daily) of remote sensing SM into different complexity of model structure (lumped, semi-distributed, and distributed). Li et al. [94] suggested that the EnKF algorithm had better computational efficiency and bias reductions compared to the PF algorithm. However, finding the most suitable DA technique using satellite-derived SM for different model structures is still a question. In a flood forecasting perspective, high frequent remote sensing SM is required for near real-time flood prediction. Consequently, assimilations of the current satellite SM missions (AMSR-E, AMSR-2, ASCAT, SMOS, or SMAP) with subdaily temporal resolution have been widely used [96] . In terms of model structures, physical-based or grid-based models simulate streamflow in fully distributed subcatchments or catchments, whereas conceptual or empirical models tend to aggregate spatial information of satellite SM into catchment systems [147] . Although the distributed models can benefit from spatial information of satellite SM, lumped and semidistributed models are still used for flood forecasting because of computational efficiency. Therefore, it is required to develop efficient and robust approaches for updating SM states in conceptual models [6] . As discussed above, there are many problems in DA techniques using satellite-derived SM to improve flood forecasting, and tremendous efforts have been devoted to improving understanding of assimilation of satellite SM into flood models. Investigations have found that joint assimilation of SM and discharge outperformed single assimilation of either SM or discharge [6, 15, 16, 26, 90, 103, 176] , whereas other investigations have indicated that assimilation of SM resulted in negative/small positive impacts on prediction of streamflow [22, 106, 138] . To investigate these inconsistent results, the catchment Table 2 Summary of satellite soil moisture (SM) applications in hydrologic models to improve flood forecasting. These studies were allocated with respect to four common approaches (model parameter calibration (Cal.), data assimilation (DA), combination of rainfall correction and data assimilation (Com.), and flood monitoring (FM Temimi et al. [163] characteristics, the routing lag, or the SM data preprocessing has been considered as possible factors requiring improved specifications [5, 19, 97, 105, 109] . Thirdly, satellite SM can be integrated into hydrologic models through simultaneous assimilation of SM and rainfall correction. Due to strong connections between SM and rainfall, SM data were used to correct rainfall [14, 27, 87, 133, 148] . The corrected rainfall model and the updated SM states were assimilated simultaneously to improve flood predictions. Key findings of the dual assimilation of SM and rainfall correction approach are summarized in Table 2 . The combination approach of using corrected forcing input and updated SM states can reduce uncertainty in initial conditions and, hence, improve streamflow prediction [21] .
Lastly, other applications involve using satellite-observed microwave brightness temperature for flood monitoring based on physical relationships rather than directly using SM products. During the last two decades, there have been a series of efforts to develop passive microwave-derived soil wetness indices with relation to flood monitoring. For example, Jin [72] proposed a simple flooding index using differences in passive microwave observations from different frequencies and polarizations and suggested regional thresholds of the index for flood monitoring below which flooding is considered to occur. Lacava et al. [89] presented a passive microwave-based flood index for improved monitoring of soil wetness variations concerning a flood in Hungary in 2000. Rao and Sharma [143] used thresholds of a passive microwave-derived SM product for estimating the affected flood extents in watersheds in India. Temimi et al. [163] presented an index called basin wetness index (BWI) for an improved soil wetness monitoring over a catchment in Canada. It was shown that BWI presented a better capability to capture the soil wetness over a catchment in Canada, which was done by minimizing the effects of open waterbodies on passive microwave signals with regional topographic information derived from a digital elevation model.
As an alternative to ground-based flowrate data, Brakenridge et al. [13] developed a passive microwavederived flood signal, called measurement-calibration (MC) ratio, the ratio of brightness temperature over wet measurement (M) and dry calibration (C) pixels. It has been known that the MC ratio is highly correlated with high flowrates and so widely used and tested for various hydrologic applications, including flood monitoring and model parameter estimation [35, 76] .
Limitations
Although satellite-derived SM has provided additional information for more reliable and robust flood estimation and monitoring, there are still challenges. First of all, the use of spatial information of satellite SM suffers from differences in spatial scales and soil layers between satellite observations and model configuration. Satellite SM provides grid-based with topsoil layers, whereas conceptual models are lumped catchment systems with single soil layers. Although there are different approaches to propagate satellite SM into conceptual models such as using external models to introduce a topsoil layer [16, 60] or using exponential filtering algorithms [6, 154] , there are still discrepancies between aggregated satellite SM and simulated SM. This bias could lead to overcorrection of SM states and degradation of streamflow prediction. There have been many efforts done in bias correction of satellite SM such as using cumulative distribution function [15, 161] or sequential processes of calibration and assimilation [175] . However, there are still potential avenues for investigation of parallel tasks of bias correction and assimilation of remote sensing SM to hydrological models [97, 147] .
SM observation errors play important roles in data assimilation techniques, but uncertainty quantification of satellite SM is frequently difficult. This is because there are different soil layer observations (systematic errors) between satellite and in situ SM data or simulated SM. Moreover, systematic errors among multiple satellite SM missions result in challenges in merging of multisource of remote sensing SM for flood applications. Furthermore, propagation of model uncertainties into model output in DA procedures has not been received with sufficient attention [6] . Future work should focus on simultaneously integrating model uncertainty and observational errors to improve flood forecasting. One possible approach is to use the triple collocation (Section 3.2) for the simultaneous estimation of model and observational errors.
Despite the potential of using satellite-derived SM or satellite-observed microwave brightness temperature for flood Fig. 4 Schematic diagram presenting an integrated pathway for developing improved soil moisture data monitoring, there are still open questions regarding the inherent uncertainties and coarse spatial resolutions that have been consistently discussed in this paper. For example, the geographically fixed measurement grid cells of the satellite measurements do not always guarantee favorable conditions for flood monitoring over an area of interest [12] , and the accuracy of the approaches is hard to meet for small catchments because of the coarse grid sizes with tens of kilometers [76] . Therefore, it should be noted that such efforts to address the above questions are to be in parallel with the applications. As examples for this, Revilla-Romero et al. [146] evaluated the MC ratio by using flowrate data from hundreds of stations over the world and provided guidelines on how it should be used based on identified dominant factors influencing the performance. Kim and Sharma [83] presented an approach for improving the MC ratio by accounting for local topography within a catchment by which clear improvements were achieved compared to using the raw data.
Lastly, there still exist a number of issues that make their use in real-time challenging for flood estimation and monitoring. While the quality of satellite retrievals is improving, more needs to be done especially on the ground measurements so that better retrieval alternatives can be derived, and physical relationships remedied. Having said so, the accuracy of flood warning schemes using satellite retrievals alone is improving, as is demonstrated by the results of Kim et al. [81] . With improvements in other remotely sensed measurements (including precipitation extremes as in Libertino et al. [95] ), the future for effective flood warnings in remote underdeveloped countries is bright.
Conclusions and Outlook
Assessing flood risk over sparsely gauged or ungauged basins generally requires a methodology for forecasting, along with key information resources (rainfall and SM) that could be made available without delay (and expenditure) for use in remote locations around the world. The spatiotemporal availability of (active and/or passive) microwave-derived SM products in near real-time at global scales was identified as a viable alternative to ground measurements, with improvements still being required for which various efforts are underway.
In this context, this paper briefly introduced the fourdecade chronology of satellite-derived SM data together with main characteristics of the two types of SM retrieval algorithm using passive and active microwave observations and introduced the traditional and advanced techniques for validating the SM products and discussed their advantages and disadvantages. Then we reviewed the literature devoted to redressing drawbacks in terms of accuracy and spatial resolution as well as uses of satellite SM products for assessing flood risk. Together with this, this paper argues that it is important to have adequate spatiotemporal information on SM to improve hydrological forecasting capacities. Ongoing and future research will form an integrated pathway ( Fig. 4) for producing an improved SM product available at finer spatial resolutions, which can be used for various regional applications. Based on this, it is also worthwhile to develop long-term and consistent global soil moisture data (e.g., EAS CCI SM, Section 3.2), which can provide improved flood forecasting capacity. 
